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Sleep - Texas (w/ Paul Buchanan)
Tabbed by James Oliver
Email: xxkeepthefaithxx@hotmail.com

This is the awesome single from Texas  newest album, Red Book. I tabbed it from
the
Acoustic video available to watch on Media Guide. This is my favourite Texas
song
ever! Hope you enjoy playing it! 

Tuning; Standard EADGBe

[Verse]

F#
I think that you re the one
E		           B
When everytime you call me lady
  F#
I don t know what it is
     E				  B
That makes me feel like this just lately yeah

[Pre-chorus]

      E
Those heavenly calls
	       B		
You knew I was on my own
      E
Those heavenly calls
                B
We stepped into the unknown

[Chorus]

       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can dream of you
       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can be with you



[Verse]

F#               
So What s a girl to do
E			       B
When she s alone with you don t tell me
F#
And here we are again 
E				     B
Yeah acting like we re friends don t help me

[Pre-chorus]

      E
Those heavenly calls
	       B		
You knew I was on my own
      E
Those heavenly calls
                B
We stepped into the unknown

[Chorus]

       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can dream of you
       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can be with you

[Chorus]

       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can dream of you
       F#
Let me sleep, yeah yeah yeah 
E		  B
So I can be with you

[Instrumental]

[Bridge]
G#			      F#



Hold me close, let me be with you
G#				   F#
At least tonight, we ll be misunderstood

[Chorus]

       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can dream of you
       F#
Let me sleep, yeah yeah yeah,
E		  B
So I can be with you

[Chorus]

       F#
Let me sleep
E		  B
So I can dream of you
       F#
Let me sleep, yeah yeah yeah,
E		  B
So I can be with you

[Ending]
        F#
Let me sleep
E         B
Oh let me sleep
        F#   E                 B
Let me sleep so I can dream of you
        F#   E                 B
Let me sleep so I can be with you


